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1. Basic regulations 

1.1. International Sambo Competition  "For Prizes of the President of the Republic of Tatarstan" - 
International Sambo tournament "Cup of the President of the Republic of Tatarstan" (hereinafter 
referred to as the International Sambo tournament " Cup of the President of the Republic of Tatarstan") 
is held in accordance with the current FIAS sambo rules and the rules of holding sambo competitions . 

1.2. International Sambo tournament "Cup of the President of the Republic of Tatarstan" is held in order 
to: 

1.2.1. Popularization and development of the sport - Sambo in the world. 

1.2.2. Strengthening of sport international relations. 

1.2.3. Increase of athletic skill of sportsmen of the Republic of Tatarstan. 

1.2.4. Performance by athletes of digit norms and requirements according to the European Commission. 

1.2.5. Supporting the positioning of the Republic of Tatarstan as a center for sports initiatives and 
innovations in the Russian Federation and in the world. 

1.3. International Sambo tournament "Cup of the President of the Republic of Tatarstan" is hosted by  
International Sambo Federation (hereinafter - FIAS), All-Russian physical culture and sports public 
organization "All-Russian Sambo Federation" (hereinafter - All-Russian Sambo Federation), Ministry of 
Youth and Sports of the Republic of Tatarstan , the regional physical culture and sports public 
organization "Sambo Federation of the Republic of Tatarstan" (hereinafter referred to as Sambo 
Federation of the Republic of Tatarstan), General Promoter of Sambo Federation of the Republic of 
Tatarstan - autonomous nonprofit organization "Creative sssociation" Ak Bars Art "(hereinafter - General 
promoter of the Tournament). 

1.4. The general management of the preparation and holding of the International Sambo tournament 
"Cup of the President of the Republic of Tatarstan" is carried out by the All-Russian Sambo Federation; 
Ministry of Youth and Sports of the Republic of Tatarstan and Sambo Federation of the Republic of 
Tatarstan. 

1.5. The direct holding of the International Sambo tournament "Cup of the President of the Republic of 
Tatarstan" is entrusted to the main referee association , approved by the FIAS, the All-Russian Sambo 
Federation and the Sambo Federation of the Republic of Tatarstan; Federation of Sambo of the Republic 
of Tatarstan and General promoter of the Tournament. 

 

2. Dates and venue 

2.1. The competitions will be held from 4 to 7 October 2018 in the city of Kazan, Republic of Tatarstan, 
Russian Federation. 

2.2. The venue of the competition: the Palace of Combats "Ak-Bars" : 421001, Kazan, Fatih Amirkhan 
Avenue, house 1 "G". 

 

2.3.Places of residence: 

Hotel Luciano - Official delegation of FIAS, ESF, the All-Russian Sambo Federation 



Hotel Mano - The official delegation of the All-Russian Sambo Federation 

Hotel Nagay – Chief jury, coaches and athletes 

Hotel Regatta - Heads of delegations, coaches and athletes 

 

3.Participation terms 

3.1. National Sambo federations that are members of FIAS who have paid an annual membership fee to 
the FIAS for 2018 are allowed to participate in the International Sambo tournament "Cup of the 
President of the Republic of Tatarstan". 

3.2. The composition of official delegations: President / Representative - 2, Coaches - 7, Athletes - 27 (1 
athlete in each weight category), Doctor - 2, Masseur -1. Total: 39 people. 

3.3. The composition of the Russian national team: Athletes - 27, Team Leader - 1, Coaches - 7, Physician 
in Sports Medicine - 2, Masseur -1. Total: 38 people. 

3.4. Final applications for participation should be sent to the Organizing Committee of the tournament 
not later than September 25, 2018 in accordance with Appendix No. 1. 

3.5. The Organizing Committee of the Tournament provides visa support only to those delegations that 
will provide lists of participants in a timely manner in accordance with Annex 5 to September 25, 2018. 

3.6. Requests for booking hotel and transfer must be submitted to the Organizing Committee of the 
Tournament not later than September 25, 2018 in accordance with Appendix No. 2, 3, 4. 

3.7. In the International Sambo tournament "Cup of the President of the Republic of Tatarstan" athletes 
are not younger than 2000 year of birth. 

3.8. The composition of the judging panel of the International Sambo tournament "Cup of the President 
of the Republic of Tatarstan" is appointed by the Chairman of the FIAS Technical Commission. The work 
of the judiciary board is regulated by the International Rules of Sambo competitions. 

3.9. In accordance with the FIAS sports and organizational rules, the Sambo Federation of the Republic 
of Tatarstan provides auxiliary staff in the amount of 63 people (judge in form control - 6, administrator 
- 4, technical secretary - 4, computer maintenance engineer - 3; the timekeeper - 4, the scoreboard 
operator - 4, the announcer - the commentator - 3, the operator of the video repeat system - 4, the 
courier of the secretariat 3, the accompaniment of the athletes when entering the arena - 12, the 
technical employee - 3, the doctor - 2, the nurse - 2, the chaperone (volunteer anti-doping service) - 9). 

3.10. The Sambo Federation of the Republic of Tatarstan provides auxiliary staff and volunteers to the 
judiciary board in accordance with the International Sambo Rules. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4. Specifications 

 

4.1. Weight categories:  

Sports sambo (men): 52, 57, 62, 68, 74, 82, 90, 100, +100 kg; 

Sports Sambo (women): 48, 52, 56, 60, 64, 68, 72, 80, +80 kg; 

Combat Sambo: 52, 57, 62, 68, 74, 82, 90, 100, +100 kg. 

4.2. Competitions are held in the individual team competition in the Olympic system, with "consolation" 
from the finalists. 

4.3. Command places are determined by the number of medals. 

4.4. Each athlete must be medical examined before going to the tournament, the results of medical 
examinations must be entered in the license book of Sambo. 

4.5. To all participants of sports delegations the Organizing Committee guarantees the provision of first 
aid. 

4.6. All participants, coaches, judges and representatives must have medical insurance. The presence of 
an insurance policy will be checked at the weigh-in. Without medical insurance participation of athletes 
in the Tournament is not allowed. 

4.7. Participants in official FIAS competitions must have on the SAMBO jacket stripes with the name and 
the name of the participant (not more than 12 letters) and the country code (name). Patches are 
ordered on the sites www.sambobacknumber.com or www.sambonumber.com. 

4.8. Anti-doping control is carried out by the official anti-doping organization recognized by WADA. The 
choice of athletes is conducted in accordance with the FIAS 2015 Anti-Doping Regulations based on the 
WADA 2015 code, which are available for review on the FIAS website: www.sambo-fias.com. From the 
moment the notification is received, the official representative of the organization accompanies the 
selected athletes to the Point of Doping Control. If the Organizing Committee does not provide 
accreditation with a photograph, the selected athlete will be required to provide a valid passport or 
identity document at the Doping Control Station. 

 

5. Financial conditions 

5.1. FIAS, Sambo Federation of the Republic of Tatarstan, provide equity participation in the financing of 
the Tournament in concurrence with each other. 

5.2. Traveling expenses for the International Sambo tournament "Cup of the President of the Republic of 
Tatarstan" are done by sending organizations. 

5.3. Expenses for the travel of foreign participants (non-CIS countries) , judges of foreign countries in 
agreement with FIAS and All-Russian Sambo Federation for the International Sambo Tournament "Cup 
of the President of the Republic of Tatarstan" is done by the Sambo Federation of the Republic of 
Tatarstan. 



5.4. The Sambo Federation of the Republic of Tatarstan provides and pays for accommodation and three 
meals a day for teams of national Sambo federations (athletes, coaches, team representatives), 
according to the quota distributed among the national Sambo federations (section 3, item 3.2). 

5.5. Participants of the national delegations who arrived in excess of the quota set for the national 
federation are obliged to contribute to the Organizing Committee (Sambo Federation of the Republic of 
Tatarstan) a fee of 100 (one hundred) dollars per day for each person (accommodation, meals) and 20 
dollars for a transfer per person at the rate CBR on the day of the calculations. 

5.6. Representatives of delegations should resolve all financial issues with the Organizing Committee 
(FIAS, Sambo Federation of the Republic of Tatarstan) on the day of arrival and fulfill all requirements 
for accreditation. 

5.7. The Sambo Federation of the Republic of Tatarstan provides and pays: to the President of FIAS, the 
Secretary General of FIAS, the Chairman of the FIAS Technical Commission, the FIAS Technical Delegate, 
the Chief Judge of the competitions, the Chief Secretary of the competition, the judges accommodation, 
three meals a day, transport services. 

5.8. FIAS provides payment for the travel of the chief judge, chief secretary, judges - 3. 

5.9. FIAS provides payment for the work of: the Chief Justice, the Chief Secretary at a cost of $ 100 for 
each day of the competition including the days of arrival and departure, as well as the payment of the 
work of the judges, at a rate of $ 50 for each day of the competition at the exchange rate of the CBR on 
the day of settlement. 

5.10. If the delegation participating in the competition or unofficial members of the delegation 
independently solves the issues of accommodation and meals, the national federation pays a one-time 
fee for accreditation of 150 (one hundred and fifty) dollars for each person to the Organizing Committee 
of the Sambo Federation of the Republic of Tatarstan at the rate of the Central Bank of the Russian 
Federation on the day of settlement. 

5.11. Only athletes with a FIAS license for 2018 are eligible for the competition. Athletes who arrived to 
participate in the Tournament, but who did not pay the license in a timely manner, pay an annual 
license ($ 35) on the spot. 

6.Transport Support 

6.1. The Sambo Federation of the Republic of Tatarstan provides transportation facilities for the arrival 
and departure of representatives and participants of the International Sambo tournament "Cup of the 
President of the Republic of Tatarstan"  between the railway station (or airport) and the place of 
residence. 

Submission of vehicles for arrival is carried out 1 time on arrival and 1 time when the delegation left. 

6.2. The Sambo Federation of the Republic of Tatarstan provides transport facilities for the transfer of 
representatives and participants of the International Sambo tournament "Cup of the President of the 
Republic of Tatarstan"  between the venue of the Championship and the training halls and places of 
residence. 

6.3. The Sambo Federation of the Republic of Tatarstan provides for the duration of the International 
Sambo tournament "Cup of the President of the Republic of Tatarstan": 

6.3.1. Car of a representative class for the President FIAS 

6.3.2. Car of a representative class for the Secretary General FIAS 



6.3.3. The business class car of FIAS Executive Director 

6.3.4. The car for the head of the technical commission and the chief judge 

6.3.5. Car for Secretary General and Tournament Secretaries 

6.3.6. Minibus for members of the FIAS Executive Committee 

6.3.7. Six buses for participants 

6.3.8. Six minibuses for participants and judges 

6.4. Transport is provided only for participants who are accommodated in official hotels offered by the 
Organizing Committee. 

7. Summing up 

7.1. The order of conducting fights and determining the winners is determined in accordance with the 
Rules of Sambo and the Rules of Combat Sambo. 

7.2. In each weight category, the first, second and two third places are played out. 

7.3. Final results (protocols) and reports on paper and electronic media are submitted to the Ministry of 
Sports of Russia within ten days after the end of the sporting event. 

 

8. Rewarding of winners and prize-winners 

8.1. Winners and prize-winners of the International Sambo tournament "Cup of the President of the 
Republic of Tatarstan" are awarded with special medals, diplomas and memorable prizes (cups), flowers. 

8.2. Athletes who win prizes, receive prizes: 

1st place - 50 000,00 rubles 

2nd place - 30 000,00 rubles 

3rd place - 15 000,00 rubles 

8.3. Awarding of winners of the International Sambo tournament "Cup of the President of the Republic 
of Tatarstan" is provided by the Ministry of Youth and Sports of the Republic of Tatarstan, the Sambo 
Federation of the Republic of Tatarstan, General promoter of the Tournament. 

8.4. The athletes participating in the official awards ceremony must be in red sambo form. 

8.5. Two officials appointed by the organizing committee participate in the awarding ceremony (they are 
accompanied to the ceremony by volunteers from the awarding group). One representative of the 
ceremonial group gives the medal, the second - a diploma, flowers, a memorable prize (cup). Team 
awards are made by the FIAS President with the President of the Sambo Federation of the Republic of 
Tatarstan. Personal awards are produced by presidents of national, continental federations, honorary 
guests of the competitions, sponsors. 

8.6. In the honor of the winners, the national anthem of the winner's country sounds and the winner's 
national flag rises. 

 



9. Official events 

9.1. Within the framework of the International Sambo tournament "Cup of the President of the Republic 
of Tatarstan" the following official events are held: 

9.1.1. Opening ceremony of International Sambo tournament "Cup of the President of the Republic of 
Tatarstan". 

9.1.2. Closing ceremony of the International Sambo tournament "Cup of the President of the Republic of 
Tatarstan". 

9.1.3. Ceremony of rewarding winners and prize-winners of the International Sambo tournament "Cup 
of the President of the Republic of Tatarstan". 

9.1.4. Official reception on behalf of the President of the Republic of Tatarstan for official delegations 
FIAS, All-Russian federation, VFS, leaders and coaches of official national delegations, the judging board 
of competitions, honorary guests of the competitions. 

9.1.5. International Sambo-summit on development in the world of sport - Sambo. 

9.1.4. Master class of World Champions for students of sports schools, clubs and sections of the sport - 
Sambo of secondary, secondary special and higher educational institutions of the Republic of Tatarstan. 

9.1.5. Briefing "Legend of Sport" for students of sports schools, clubs and sections of the sport - Sambo 
secondary, vocational and higher educational institutions of the Republic of Tatarstan with the 
participation of famous athletes in the world. 

9.1.5. Seminar of advanced training for trainers-teachers of sports departments - Sambo sports schools, 
clubs and sections of general education, secondary special and higher educational institutions of the 
Republic of Tatarstan. 

9.1.6. Seminar of advanced training for beginning judges and members of the judiciary of the Sambo 
Federation of the Republic of Tatarstan. 

9.1.8. Presentation of new initiatives and innovations in the field of sport - Sambo. 

9.2. Participants in the official events of pp. 9.1.1-9.1.2 International Sambo tournament "Cup of the 
President of the Republic of Tatarstan" must be dressed in a formal sports suit. 

9.3. Participants in the flag groups of official events 9.1.1-9.1.2 International Sambo tournament "Cup of 
the President of the Republic of Tatarstan" come out at the ceremony in the red sambo form. 

9.4. Representatives of national sambo federations will be admitted to the "VIP" zone only in 
appropriate clothing, in sport uniforms the admission is limited. 

10. Ensuring security 

10.1. Ensuring the safety of participants and spectators of the International Sambo tournament "Cup of 
the President of the Republic of Tatarstan"is carried out in accordance with the requirements of the 
Safety Rules for the conduct of official sports competitions approved by the Resolution of the 
Government of the Russian Federation of April 18, 2014 N2353, as well as the requirements of the Rules 
of the sport - Sambo. 

10.2. The competition is held at the sport facility, which is included in the All-Russian Register of Sports 
Facilities, in accordance with Federal Law No. 329-FZ of December 4, 2007 "On Physical Culture and 
Sport in the Russian Federation". 



11. Providing medical assistance 

11.1. The provision of medical assistance is carried out in accordance with the order of the Ministry of 
Health of the Russian Federation of 1 March 2016 N2134-H "On the procedure for organizing the 
provision of medical assistance to individuals engaged in physical culture and sports (including in the 
preparation and conduct of sports events and sporting events, including the procedure for medical 
examination of persons wishing to undergo sports training, to engage in physical culture and sports in 
organizations and (or) to comply with testing standards (tests) All-Russian fitness and sports complex 
"Ready for work and defense". 

12.Contacts of the Organizing Committee 

12.1. Requests must be sent to two e-mail addresses: sambo.tatarstan@mail.ru ; Application number 1 
(with weight categories) must be additionally sent to the competition secretary mail. 

12.2.Contacts: 

12.2.1. Applications for participation and visa support – Azimbek Ubaydulayev,  
tel: +7 (495) 725-46-83 (All-Russian Sambo Federation). 

12.2.2. Sports department - Albert Valiullov, tel: +7 (987) 296-34-14 (Sambo Federation of the Republic 
of Tatarstan) 

  



PROGRAM 

INTERNATIONAL SAMBO TOURNAMENT (A CATEGORY) 

CUP OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF TATARSTAN 

Date Time Event 
03.10.2018 00:00 - 24.00 Day of arrival GSK, technical delegate FIAS 

accommodation of participants 
 

04.10.2018 00:00 - 16.00 Day of arrival  and accommodation of participants 
 

04.10.2018 12:00 - 16:00 The work of the credentials committee on admission of 
participants 
 

04.10.2018 08:00 - 22.00 Training 
 

04.10.2018 17:00 - 18:00 Weigh-in: 
Sports Sambo 
men - 52, - 62, - 74, - 90, + 100 kg. 
women - 48, - 56, - 64, - 72, + 80 kg. 
Combat Sambo - 57, - 68, - 82, - 100 kg. 
 

04.10.2018 18:00 - 19:00 Meeting of representatives of teams, coaches, judges, draw 
 

05.10.2018 08:00 - 22.00 Training 
 

05.10.2018 10:00 - 16.00 Preliminary competitions: 
Sports Sambo 
men - 52, - 62, - 74, - 90, + 100 kg. 
women - 48, - 56, - 64, - 72, + 80 kg. 
Combat Sambo- 57, - 68, - 82, - 100 kg. 
 

05.10.2018 15:00 - 16:00 Weigh-in: 
Sports Sambo 
men - 57, - 68, - 82, - 100 kg. 
women - 52, - 60, - 68, - 80kg. 
Combat Sambo - 52, - 62, - 74, - 90, + 100 kg. 
 

05.10.2018 17:00 - 17.45 Opening ceremony 
05.10.2018 18:00 - 21.00 Finals, awarding ceremony 

 
06.10.2018 08:00 - 22.00 Training 

 
06.10.2018 10:00 - 16:00 Preliminary competitions: 

Sports Sambo 
men - 57, - 68, - 82, + 100kg. 
women - 52, - 60, - 68, - 80kg. 
Combat Sambo - 52, - 62, - 74, - 90, + 100 kg. 

06.10.2018 16:00 - 21:00 Finals, awarding ceremony 
06.10.2018 21:00 - 21.45 Closing ceremony 
07.10.2018 00:00 - 24:00 Day of departure 

 
 


